
REMARKING IELTS WRITING ANSWER

â€‹â€‹I was absolutely disappointed with my writing score as I was pretty In Task 1 I had two line graphs and Task 2 a
problem solution essay.

This is a surprisingly common reason. Your result will normally be available in 2 to 21 days, depending on
several factors including the number of sections requested for re-mark. The minimum score required is 7 in
each module and overall band score 7. However, I hope everyone realises that Najada was aware of the band
score requirements. Changes in listening and reading score have very rare chances so I am not opting for
recheck in it. If you feel your score should be higher, try a remark. Additionally, the chance in increase of the
score by a Band or more is very rare. Was your lexis correct? If you have prepared for your test effectively
and you are confident that the test went well, you should probably get a remark. Can't blame Examiner as I
have read on other blogs that with 2 band lower scores from other test goes through 2 examiner and 3rd one
won't have another opinion about it in recheck. Please advice whether I should opt for recheck in speaking?
This means that the answers are objective. If you can afford it, go for it. Every candidate has the chance to
apply for an IELTS remark if they feel that their scores do not reflect their true exam performance. Usually
more practice and preparation is the answer to the problem rather than a remark. You can carry out effective
IELTS test preparation by attempting practice tests and getting them evaluated from certified trainers. I
literally followed her advice for each part of the test. Your test is rescored by senior examiners who are
unaware about the original marks awarded to you for each module Your test centre is then notified about the
re-mark result A new Test Report Form is issued if there are any changes in your score However, the Inquiry
on Results process is time consuming and expensive. This is one persons story about remarking and the
amazing results that followed. How is your score calculated? Never imagined I would get 5. However,if your
low score is in reading or listening, OR you need a change of more than 0. If you found either Task 1 or Task
2 particularly difficult, then you have probably not answered the question correctly and you will be penalised
heavily for this. It is quite possible that a different examiner may give you a different score.


